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Children need creative play as part of their development, as they’re inspired by their limitless 
imaginations. Toys such as building blocks to jigsaw puzzles help stimulate children’s developing 
minds, helping them grow and shaping them into full-fledged adults. Based on the philosophies of 
unstructured, free play, our AquaSplash line of products help create spaces that are not limited by 
age or physical ability, but instead, allow kids to choose their own adventures. 

Introduction Diversity of Choice

Our AquaSplash line can be used to complement the multi-level play structures in our portfolio, 
and can be configured to create well-rounded, multi-element splash pads suitable for kids of all 
ages—from toddlers to teens. Let kids run free and boost colour and play value by adding Life 
Floor’s foam-rubber flooring system, which has been designed to reduce slips and falls. 

With hundreds of elements that can be chosen from and combined to create a one-of-a-
kind experience, we have options for every price point, capacity requirement, footprint, and 
demographic.
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We can help you design the 
perfect splash pad

Every child plays differently, hence, we have a lineup of products that includes features suitable for every 
play style. Child psychologists have long identified that play encompasses a wide variety of activities. There is 
physical play to help physical development, imaginative play that leads to cognitive development, adventure 
play that builds confidence, and social play that gives kids skills to interact with their peers.
 
Our own research identified four distinct play types which people of all ages have a personal bias towards 
(find out more at our website*), thus, we make sure that our portfolio encompasses products that are 
enjoyable for all types: Adventurers, Challengers, Dreamers, and Socializers. From daring tipping buckets 
and exciting water effects to moderate sprays and colorful effects and shapes for imaginative play, we can 
design the perfect splash pad that creates stimulating play for everyone.

* http://play.whitewaterwest.com/

Adventure

• Big water effects and continuous action
• Fast-paced and encourages thinking
• Centrally placed

Discovery

• Gentle water effects
• Cognitive play opportunities for individual and group play
• Located away from the adventure zone for a more 
    relaxed experience

Exploration

• Includes play elements and water effects, encouraging 
    physical movement
• Opportunity for collaboration and interactive play
• Works as a “connector” between discovery and 
    adventure areas

Our AquaSplash elements are made up of these three groups:
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We help you 
save water 
and energy

AquaSplash elements are built with conservation 
in mind, to help you save water and energy, 
which in turn help save our planet. Our water 
management tools include Activators that can 
be installed in every splash pad to help conserve 
water and energy when not in use. Activators are 
simple enough to trigger that anyone—even small 
children—can activate them, turning on all the 
features on a splash pad. 

To control multiple splash pads from a single 
screen through an intuitive user interface, you can 
add an optional Controller to your splash pad. 
It also collects data for analyzing and reporting, 
and with smartACCESS, you can always check 
in on what’s happening at each splash pad 
anywhere, anytime.
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Colour Chart

Visit  www.waterplay.com for 
detai led product information.

Stories come to life through colour. Deep blues and gentle 
greens, sharp reds and muted creams, each of these colours 
can align with your surrounding landscape, facility, adventure or 
moment in history to help narrate your space design.

Choose from a variety of brilliant Waterplay colour options 
unique to your project, or choose from one of our carefully 
crafted pre-set collections.

WATERPLAY'S STANDARD COLOUR PALETTE

VANILLA BEIGE YELLOW MELON ORANGE RED MAROON

SAGEOCEANTURQUOISEBLUEROYAL BLUEPURPLEPLUM

FERN FOREST GREY BROWN GRAPHITE WHITE BLACK

Designed to withstand the elements, our super durable, lead-free powder coating is built 
to withstand extreme climate temperatures, moisture and UV exposure.

15
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Urban Playful Nautical Nature

Our standard colour palette features hues that harmonize with your surroundings, 
whether that be your water park, a city landscape, or campground. 

Choose from a range of bright and beautiful colour options that have been designed 
to withstand the elements. Our super durable and lead-free coating has been built for 
extreme climate temperatures, moisture, and UV exposure.
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greens, sharp reds and muted creams, each of these colours 
can align with your surrounding landscape, facility, adventure or 
moment in history to help narrate your space design.

Choose from a variety of brilliant Waterplay colour options 
unique to your project, or choose from one of our carefully 
crafted pre-set collections.
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Urban Playful Nautical Nature

Pre-set Colour Collections

To take the guess work out of choosing the right colour combinations, we’ve also 
crafted balanced colour collections for you to choose from.
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AqualumeTM

Our impact-resistant and durable polymer allows sunlight to pass through to cast 
bright hues and heighten interest.

Dumping Buckets

Graphic Options

Create an immersive playscape with graphic options.

LILY PAD 
Kaleidoscope graphics childlike wonder in us all.

MISTY TWISTY
Create a beach oasis with the Surf Spray graphic collection.

MAGNIF-EYE
The High Seas graphics are full 
of adventure and discovery!

Clear Yellow Orange Red

Light Blue Blue Green

Yellow Red Orange Green Blue

Yellow Maroon Turquoise Fern Grey

Swimming Fish Reef Reef 2

Compass Life Saver

Ship’s Wheel Jolly Roger
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Collections

Because of the breadth and variety of 
the AquaSplash product line, we have 
grouped similar elements together 
based on colour, theme, and function 
into Collections. These Collections help 
you create a splash pad with a coherent 
theme that incorporates a variety of 
elements such as sprays, soakers, 
tunnels, blasters, and arches to create 
a wonderland of play. The various 
elements in each of these Collections 
can be moved around or added on in 
stages, making them cost-effective for 
smaller budgets.
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Packed with colourful elements, just like the daydreams of children, Prism 
captures the imagination with its bright yellows, reds, and greens with a 
multitude of shapes, animals, and plants in the theme. 

Archie
Rainbow DomeFroggie-O

Spin Splasher

Sneaky Soakers

Prism

Splash Blaster Misty Twisty

Colour Theme
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Wavy Wand

Fun-BrellaSpiral Tunnel Mist Stick

Candy Cane

Fun-Guy

Spinny Squirt

Magnif-Eye

Power Post

Push
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Futuristically-inspired, the Twist & Spout Collection combines purples, blues, and 
silver with circular, curved elements that spin around their axes. This Collection is 
perfectly suited to urban-themed water parks that benefit from its sophisticated, 
spherical look.

Spiral Tunnel Water-O

Twist and Spout

Team Blaster Splash BlasterFun-Brella

Colour Theme
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Mega SoakerHelices

Solis

Spin Sprays

U.S.O.

Spinny Squirt

Twist N’ Spills
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Kids can let out their inner musician with this musically-inspired Collection. Rockstar includes 
a keyboard, trumpets, bells, and more. A few of this Collection’s components, such as the 
Maestro are fun and interactive, allowing kids to hone their agility by jumping and stepping on 
the keys to activate the sprays.

Aqua Arch

Rainbow

Misty Twisty

Rockstar

Colour Theme

U.S.O.

Sneaky Soakers
Sneaky Spin Soakers

Wavy Wand

Fun-Brella

Cosmic Cannon

Magnif-Eye
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Think Mother Nature but enhanced 
with more fun and excitement! The 
Flora & Fauna Collection turns things 
we see around us daily—flowers, 
worms, butterflies, mushrooms, leaves, 
caterpillars, and more—into water spouts 
and fountains. 

Papillon
Leaflet Waterleaf

CaterspillerDaisy Mae Daisy Mae Windy Trill Lily Windy

Flora and Fauna Colour Theme

Accents
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Fun-Brella

Rain Cap

Rain Forest

Cat Tail

Power Post

Push

Wigglies

Fun-Guy
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Charger

What can be more fun than 
embarking on an adventure to a 
safari? With a variety of palm trees, 
flowers, and animals like horses 
and giraffes, kids can unleash their 
inner wildlife explorer. 

GeromePoly Palms

Water Tower

Safari

Collections: SAFARI

Colour Theme

Accents
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Octopus

Sailing the high seas in a pirate ship 
is every kid’s fantasy, and we’ve taken 
it as inspiration for this seafaring 
collection that encompasses sails, 
an octopus, compass, ship’s wheel, 
anchors, periscope, and more. For 
every adventurous kid who dreams of 
sailing across the ocean, this Collection 
is sure to give them an unforgettable 
experience. 

Crows Nest

Anchors AwayWhale Tail

High Seas

Collections: HIGH SEAS

Colour Theme

Accents
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Fun-Brella

Power Post

Push

Carronade

Magnif-EyeSurfboard

Surf Cannon

Rain Cap Poly PalmsPoly Palm CocoFishin’ Pole Periscope

Solis

Ogopogo

Collections: HIGH SEAS

Calypso
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Everyone loves a day out at the beach, so take these memorable days up a notch with Shoreline 
by ehring. Featuring soaring water effects and big splashes, this Collection showcases fun, beach-
themed items such as beach balls, starfish, seashells, and seagulls. 

Beach Ball Soaker

Shoreline by ehring

Collections: SHORELINE BY EHRING

Colour Theme Accents

Water FlowerKite

Marram Grass
Seagull

Whirler
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There is nothing more beautiful than the 
wonders of nature, and our Grasslands by 
ehring Collection emulates the majestic natural 
beauty that surrounds us. From ladybirds and 
flowers to dragonflies and snakes, Grasslands 
takes a cue from the world around us and 
combines it with sprays, soakers, drops, and 
more. 

Corn Poppy

Aneth Blooms

Ladybug Soaker

Poppy Bud

Critters Sprout

Push

Grasslands By Ehring

Collections: GRASSLANDS BY EHRING

Colour Theme

Accents
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Morning Grasses

Sparx Charlotte

Dew Drop

Flutter

Ants

Gecko

Frog

Blue BottleBottle Bud

Collections: GRASSLANDS BY EHRING
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With the spirit of collaboration at its heart, Cirque by ehring brings back memories of the circus, 
with bright, bold colours and whimsical, looping play features. Kids can work together to spin 
cannons and activate Boingos, or shoot jets of water at their friends.

Big Top Soaker

Aqua-Drop

Aqua-Knot

Cirque by ehring

Encore

Collections: CIRQUE BY EHRING

Colour Theme

Presto

Push
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Aqua-Batic

Parasol

Djembe

Roue Cyr Ringling

Collections: CIRQUE BY EHRING

Ringmaster
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Collection Extras
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Plus! is a series of elements that can be added into any of the 
Collections to make your play structure or splash pad even 
more fun! Plus! features interactive elements like Blasters and 
Misty Twisty that kids can take control of, as well as static 
elements such as Spiral Tunnels and Sneaky Soakers. 

Spiral TunnelO-Riginal Water-O

Mega Soaker

Fun-Guy

Spinny Squirt

U.S.O.
Misty Twisty

Seaky SoakersPower Post

Push

Plus!
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HelicesFun-Brella

Water Weavers

Blasters
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Serene Stones Poppy Labyrinth

What can be more fun than stones that shoot water? We offer a 
range of Stones that are inspired by the smooth pebbles found 
in streams and rivers—they come in various sizes, from small to 
big, that provide a calm space for kids to rest and relax. 

Spray Clusters encourage 
creative play through the unique 
placements of sprays. One of 
our Spray Clusters, Tide Pools, 
features stones and other 
elements on uneven ground, 
allowing shallow pools to form 
between stones. Within these 
pools are marine animal sprays 
such as seashells and starfish. 

Stones & Spray Clusters

Surf Stones

Sand Stones

Tide Pools
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There is nothing quite like discovering how water moves and interacts with other 
objects. With WaterWays, kids can guide flowing water into waterfalls and gullies, 
through spinning weirs and tipping buckets, across holes and into whirling basins. 
Each component is designed with safety in mind, so children of any age can discover 
the fun ways that water moves. All of the moving parts are made with soft material that 
won’t trap or injure delicate fingers and hands, making the experience not only fun, but 
minimizes the potential for injuries as well. 

Waterfall 1

Gully

Waterfall 3

Basin

Waterfall 2

WaterWays
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Ocean

Little Bend

Long Bend

Spring

Discovery Stream by ehring

Discovery Stream fosters kids’ imaginations by creating a world of endless play possibilities. It is a modular 
stream bed packed full of fascinating water weirs that encourage children to play with both the physical 
components and their active imaginations. Designed with bends and curves so that water moves just like in 
a real river, Discovery Stream features fish, moving grass, and much more!

Illuminators

Illuminators add dazzling colour effects to Ground Sprays and help to not only beautify your 
splash pad, but to extend hours of usage into well after sundown, too. Illuminators are recessed 
LED lights that are completely waterproof and can  also be used to light up pathways by 
creating a glow effect. 
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Ground Sprays

Ground Sprays are an integral part of any splash pad. They can be standalone or combined 
with various other elements such as Illuminators or designed into interesting patterns. Ground 
Sprays are very versatile elements that can create shapes, be of different heights and lengths, 
and even be used as placeholders for more intricate elements that are to be added in the future. 

To create an extra layer of interactivity, ground sprays can be activated by being stepped on, 
as in Puddles and Tappin’ Tunes. Puddles create sprays of different shapes and heights when 
stepped or jumped on, and Tappin’ Tunes is a keyboard with sprays on each key. 

Confetti Spray Fountain Mountain

Playphase Geyser 
(High)

Playphase Geyser 
(Medium)

Playphase Geyser 
(Small)

Monster 5

Solo Spurt

Tulip

Straight Up Pop-It
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Charlotte’s Web

Mop Top

Buttercup

Geyser GusherMisty Mountain

Starlet

Tower Spray
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Steady Stream

Tidal Wave

Split Spurt

Spray Tunnel 4 Spray Tunnel 8

Tilty Pop-It

Wave
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Team Effect
Team Effect Mini

Puddle 2
Puddle 1

Puddle 3

Group Volcano

Puddles

Doughnut

Lily Pad
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Safety You 
Can Count On

All the materials that go into creating WhiteWater’s 
AquaSplash products are non-toxic and adhere to ADA and 
ASTM safety standards. The standard AquaSplash colour 
palette is a lead-free powder coating that was designed to 
withstand extreme climate temperature, moisture, and UV 
exposure. 

Additionally, parts of AquaSplash products and structures 
are made with AquaLume™, an impact resistant and durable 
polymer that allows sunlight to pass through. As a result, you 
can rest assured that any AquaSplash element you purchase 
will be long-lasting and require minimal refurbishment. 

Our preferred flooring is Life Floor, an award-winning, foam-
rubber flooring system that has been designed to minimize 
slips and falls through superior traction. Its deeper grooves 
reduce hydroplaning without being abrasive. Life Floor’s 
impact-absorption technology minimizes bumps and bruises 
sustained in a fall while its soft surface prevents cuts and 
scrapes. It is the only aquatic flooring which is ANSI/NSF50 
certified in the USA.
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LETS START DESIGNING YOUR 
PREFECT WATER PLAY SPACE TODAY!

How community spaces, 
entertainment venues, and 
hotels all can benefit from the 
timeless fun of playing in water.

HOW 
MUCH 

SPACE? 

01
STEP

WHICH 
FEATURES 
DO YOU 
WANT? 

02
STEP

WHICH 
COLLECTION?  

03
STEP

WHAT 
COLOURS?

04
STEP

LET US 
HELP YOU 
WITH THE 
LAYOUT.

05
STEP

+1.604.273.1068 
whitewater@whitewaterwest.com
www.whitewaterwest.com
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Activators

Eco Activator Base 
Power Post
Presto
Ringmaster
Sprout
Whirler

Cannons

Carronade
Cosmic Cannon
Ringling
Splash Blaster
Surf Cannon
Team Blaster
Wiggly
Wiggly Jr.
Critter 1
Critter 2

Characters

Froggie-O
Papillon
Caterspiller
Charger 
Gerome
Whale Tail
Octopus
Ogo
Ogopogo
Critter 1
Critter 2
Charlotte
Flutter
Sparx
Ladybug Soaker

Classic Plus!

Archie
Fun-Brella
Mega Soaker
Mist Stick
O-riginal
Power Post
Sneaky Soaker 2
Sneaky Soaker 3
Sneaky Soaker Spin 2
Sneaky Soaker Spin 3
Spinny Squirt
Spiral Tunnel
Splash Blaster
Team Blaster
U.S.O
Water-O
Water Weaver 1
Water Weaver 2
Water Weaver 3
Wavy Wand

Spirals & Arches

Aqua Arch
Archie
Blue Whale Body
Froggie-O
O-riginal 
Rainbow
Rainbow Dome
Roue Cyr
Spiral Tunnel

Small Splashes

Critter 1
Critter 2
Djembe
Funbrella
Fun-Guy
Magnif-Eye
Octopus
Solis 24
Solis 36
Spinny Squirt
U.S.O.
Water Weaver 1
Wiggly
Wiggly Jr.

Soakers & Spinners

Aqua-Drop
Beach Ball Soaker
Big Top Soaker
Crow’s Nest
Dew Drop
Encore
Ladybug Soaker
Poly Palm Coco
Mega Soaker
Sneaky Soaker 2
Sneaky Soaker 3
Sneaky Soaker Spin 2
Sneaky Soaker Spin 3
Twist N’ Spill 1
Twist N’ Spill 2

Therapy

Restorative Spray 1
Restorative Spray 2

Urban Elements

Helices
Morning Grass 1
Morning Grass 2
Morning Grass 3
Solis 24
Solis 36

Index of products 
categorized by function

This is a table of AquaSplash products categorized by function, to allow you to mix and match and add onto any 
splash pad. We have a vast colour palette from which you can choose any colour scheme that you’d like to customize 
your splash pad. 

Contact us today and we’ll be happy to help you create a one-of-a-kind experience for your guests!
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Head Office (Vancouver) 
+1.604.273.1068 
whitewater@whitewaterwest.com
www.whitewaterwest.com

Asia Pacific Office (Shanghai) 
+86 21 32567586 
whitewater@whitewaterwest.cn
www.whitewaterwest.cn

Europe Office (Munich) 
+49 89 904 2282 30

Middle East Office (Dubai) 
+971 (0) 4 422 9318 

WhiteWater was born in 1980 with one clear purpose, to create places where 
families unite and make joyful lasting memories.

We achieve this by standing alongside our customers from concept to completion 
of award-winning attractions, from slides to water rides and everything in between. 
We aim to inspire our clients by unleashing our creativity to realize their ambitions; 

we craft solutions which make each park unique. We are dedicated to making 
products that operators can count on, because we understand the importance of 

reliability and efficiency on the bottom line.  

As market leaders, we put our success down to our attitude, in all our years 
we’ve never once forgotten why we’re here – to help parks solve problems, create 

immersive experiences, and delight guests all over the world. 

We’re here to create places where fun thrives. 
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